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may regret the playing of instruments, the blending of
voices that went on in the homes of the past*
The newspaper of this age is in most ways an improve-
ment on that of fifty years ago* But, while it has gained
in width of interest, in variety, in appearance, in vigour,
and in flexibility of language, it has lost—or, more
correctly, the popular part of it has lost—the inde-
pendence, the sense of responsibility, the conviction that
it had a part to play in the national life, which once
earned for it the title, not given altogether in jest, of the
Fourth Estate of the Realm.
What did this description mean?
The '* three Estates of the Realm " known to the con-
stitution are the Lords Spiritual (archbishops and bishops
with seats in the House of Lords), the Lords Temporal
(peers), and the Commons. Upon them is laid the
responsibility for governing the nation. Calling the
Press the Fourth Estate meant that it had a share in
this task.
By its daily information as to events bearing on the
public welfare, by its comment and counsel, its premo-
nitions and warnings, it took part in directing the course
of national affairs* In the diaries and memoirs of mid-
nineteenth-century notables this aspect of the Press is
recognized as an element in the life of the nation*
Not always as a desirable element, however. Claren-
don, when he was Foreign Secretary, spoke of the Press
being " more potent for evil than for good*" But, in
spite of Carlyle's bludgeon of abuse and Matthew
Arnold's satirical pin-pricks, newspapers of the first
rank had a reputation for sobriety of judgment and a
wider range of knowledge than most statesmen* How
could a Government like that of Britain, it was asked,
be carried on without them?

